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MISSION PROCESS : MISSIONNARY GUIDE 

Before the mission 

A member is considered to be on mission when, in possession of a mission order (OM) they travel 
outside their workplace or home in the course of their professional activity. 
 
Workplace (Résidence administrative) : territory of the commune in which the employee is 
assigned. 
Home(Résidence familiale) : territory of the commune in which the agent's home is located.. 
 
All agents on mission MUST be in possession of a mission order drawn up before the date 
of departure and signed by the direction. 
 
The OM certifies that the agent is legally absent and remains under the responsibility and authority 
of the CNRS.. 
 
In financial terms, the OM entitles the employee to reimbursement of expenses incurred. From a 
legal standpoint, the OM guarantees that the agent is covered by the legislation on work-related 
accidents. 
 

 
Le parcours du missionnaire dans le circuit de progression d’une mission  

de la demande de mission (DM), à l’état de frais (EF) 
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MISSION PROCESS : MISSIONNARY GUIDE 

Before the mission 
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STEP 1 : I fill in my mission request and estimate my costs 

 

I log into ETAMINE : https://etamine-connecte.cnrs.fr/  with my JANUS login and access the 
dashboard 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
I can view my mission dashboard 
 

 
 
 
I create my mission request 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

1- My account :  

- configuration of e-mail 

notifications,  

- creation of contacts, which 

I'll be asked to enter on a 

regular basis depending on 

my assignments (I won't have 

to enter them again). 

2- Access buttons to create a 

new mission request and to 

access my missions 

dashboard. 

3- Laboratory information: 

information message from my 

lab concerning the 

organization of missions. 

4- All links and documents: 

regulatory and practical 

information on missions. 

Filed by the funding agencies 

and the laboratory. 
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STEP 1 : I fill in my mission request and estimate my costs 

I enter a title for my mission 

 
 

 

I fill the object and add details 

 
 

 

Fill in dates and destination(s) 

 
 

 

 

Mission title 

It should be self-explanatory. 

It is shown on the mission in 

NOTILUS and on the paper 

OM. 

Details 

The different objects relate to 

the purpose of the mission 

(research administration, 

conferences, training, etc.). 

 

The "description and 

comments" section allows 

you to add additional 

information. These will be 

included in the NOTILUS 

mission and entered on the 

paper OM. 

 

I can attach documents 

justifying my trip (invitation, 

program, etc.). 

Destinations 

I indicate the dates, the 

different stages of my trip 

(including private stay) and 

the means of transport used. 

 

 

 

 

 

NB: to select my family 

residence, I must have 

previously specified it in 

NOTILUS. 
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STEP 1 : I fill in my mission request and estimate my costs 

For a destination abroad, I add contacts  

 
 

 

I complete the health and safety section if applicable (see focus below). 

 
 

 

Contacts 

They are mandatory for high-

risk countries. 

 

I can enter them in My 

Account, so I don't have to 

enter them again. 
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FOCUS  

Health / Safety - High-risk countries - Long-term missions 

Risk analysis 

 
 

High-risk countries 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Santé / Sécurité 

Declarative section: I check 

all the identified risks to 

which I may be exposed. 

 

This section is mandatory for 

long-term assignments 

High-risk countries 

Etamine automatically 

detects "high-risk" 

destinations identified by the 

French Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs (MAE). 

 

If necessary, I must complete 

all the mandatory fields on 

the form. 

 

The mission request is 

automatically forwarded to 

the Defense Security Officer 

(FSD), who will approve 

whether or not I should travel. 

Otherwise, the mission 

request will not be sent to 

NOTILUS. 
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FOCUS  

Health / Safety - High-risk countries - Long-term missions 

Long-term missions 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Assignments lasting more 

than 89 consecutive days 

or accumulated over 12 

months outside mainland 

France must be approved by 

your scientific institute and 

the FSD. 

 

I must necessarily 

 

1. Fill in the fields 

related to : 

 

- risk analysis ;  

- information to be sent to the 

FSD ; 

- Potentiel Scientifique et 

Technique (protection of 

scientific and technical 

potential) to be transmitted to 

my institute. 

 

2. Pass a medical 

examination with the 

workplace doctor and fill in 

the form on the preventive 

measures considered. 
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STEP 1: I fill in my mission request and estimate my costs 

I fill in the financing information (if I know it) 

 
 

I estimate my expenses 

 

 

 

 

This information is not 

mandatory, but will help us 

process the assignment. 

- Financeur (funder): 

supervisory body responsible 

for my project (CNRS, 

university, etc.) 

- Valideur budgétaire 

(Budget validator): member of 

administration in charge of the 

project 

- Origine/entité dépensière 

(Origin / entity): budget data 

Estimate of costs 

This enables my validators to 

know the estimated overall 

cost of the mission 

(reimbursable expenses and 

expenses covered by the 

funder). 

This estimate must be as 

accurate as possible. 

 

Transportation 

I fill in all transport used during 

my assignment (on and off the 

market) in order to :  

- Estimate the overall cost of 

the mission  

- Authorize the use of certain 

means of transportation 

(private vehicle, taxi, etc.) 

 

Per diem:  

The per diem corresponds to 

one night's accommodation 

and two meals.  

It is calculated automatically 

on the basis of : 

 - the current scale (ministry of 

finance) 

- the destination 

- the mission schedule. 

 

I remember cancelling per 

diems if I know they won't be 

covered (included in 

conference registration, free 

accommodation, etc.). 

 

Other costs 

I add the other known 

estimated costs (conference 

registration, tolls, visa, etc.). 
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STEP 1: I fill in my mission request and estimate my costs 

I confirm and validate my mission request 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Mission request summary  

At this stage, I can delete, 

modify or forward my mission 

request to the adminsitration.  

Following the director’s validation of my mission request, I 
receive a confirmation email: I can log on to NOTILUS to 
continue the process. 

My mission request is 

forwarded to administration 

The administration officer 

checks and fills in the budget 

data if necessary, then 

forwards my request for a 

mission to the direction for 

approval/validation. 
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FOCUS  

First connection (dashboard and profile synchronization) 

I connect to Notilus: https://esr-cnrs.notilus-inone.fr/ with my JANUS login and access the 
dashboard. 
 

 
 

 
 

I fill in my data 

 

 
 

 

I synchonize my profile 

   
 

 
 

On first log-in, it is necessary to synchronize your 
profile to be able to book a trip on Goelett. 

1- Access to home page  

2- Menu displaying the list of 

my profile(s) 

3- Vertical menu to access 

items  

4- Access to my profile 

 

 

From the home page, I 

access my profile: 

 

1. I click on the Mes 

données (my data) tab 

2. I fill in the mandatory 

information in red (Date 

of birth, Home address, 

Phone number) 

3. Add useful data 

(subscriptions, contacts, 

identity documents...) 
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FOCUS  

Adding a personal vehicle 

If I need to use my personal vehicle, I declare it in my profile so that I can enter it in my 
projected expenses. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I fill in the mandatory data: 

registration, brand, model 

and fiscal power. 

I enclose the required 

documents: vehicle 

registration document and 

insurance certificate. 

I submit my personal vehicle 

declaration for validation by 

the unit vehicle approver 

(administration) 

 

This validation is a necessary 

condition for using my 

personal vehicle 
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STEP 2: I book a trip 

I access my mission in NOTILUS 

 
 

 
 

I book a travel service 

 
 

 
 

 

  
 

 

My mission is created in 

NOTILUS (following my 

mission request in 

ETAMINE). 

Its status is To be 

completed 

The Généralités (Overview) 

tab contains the information 

entered in ETAMINE: it 

cannot be modified. 

The Voyage (trip) tab allows 

you to access the GOELETT 

portal to book a trip (plane, 

train, accommodation in 

France and abroad, rental 

car...). 

I accept the popup window 
opening 

1. I complete / modify if 

necessary 

2. I click on Réserver (book) 

to initiate the search on 

GOELETT 
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STEP 2: I book a trip 

By clicking on "Réserver" (book), I go directly to the GOELETT portal, where the 
information related to my service request is automatically transferred. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

  

  
 

 

After clicking on "Réserver" (book), wait for the booking status to display 
"Validation en attente" (validation pending) and check the message below, then 
close the GOELETT tab so that the bookings are integrated into NOTILUS. 

1. I select the service of my 

choice.  

(e.g. For transportation, first 

the outward journey, then the 

return). 

 

2. To add another service, 

click on Ajouter plus (Add 

more).  

 

3. Once I've chosen the 

service(s), I click on Suivant 

(next). 

5. I close the GOELETT tab 

4. I accept the terms and 

conditions and click on 

Réserver (Book). 
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STEP 2: I book a trip 

Bookings are repatriated and synchronized in Notilus 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

6. I confirm the repatriation of 

my bookings in NOTILUS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Following repatriation of the 

services (or travel segments), 

the mission is upgraded to 

« OM valorisé » status. 
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ETAPE 3 : I adjust my costs if necessary 

I continue to complete my mission  
 

 
 

I remember to modify my per diem if necessary 

 
 

I add a charge not entered in Etamine 

 

 
 

 

Expenses tab 

I always adjust my costs as 

closely as possible:  

- deduct overnight stays if 

accommodation has been 

booked via the market 

(GOELETT services) 

- add an expense not 

foreseen in ETAMINE, 

- modify or delete a cost 

downgraded from ETAMINE 
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ETAPE 3 : I adjust my costs if necessary 

I add a receipt 

 
 

I issue my mission statement 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

If necessary, I get my signed OM back  
 
I'm off on a mission 

Once I have issued my 

mission, it changes its status 

to Contrôle de 

confirmation (Compliance 

check). 

 

This is an automatic check of  

- destination,  

- provisional budget and,  

- dates. 

  

In the event of a discrepancy 

between the data validated in 

ETAMINE and that present in 

NOTILUS, the mission is set 

to Arbitrage DU/RA direction 

arbitration ) status.  

In this case, the mission must 

be revalidated by the 

direction (but in NOTILUS).  

Once validated, the mission 

changes its status to Emis 

Budgétaire (budget  

Issued). 

If no discrepancy is detected, 

the mission automatically 

changes status to Emis 

Budgétaire (budget  

Issued). 

 

The administration validates 

the budget. 

My OM is now validated. 

This status triggers the issue 

of tickets and vouchers.  

 

You're ready to leave on your 

mission. 

Supplements tab 

I add one or more 

attachments if necessary. 

 

NB: documents added in 

ETAMINE are not transferred 

to NOTILUS. 


